Rectal Metastases of Breast Carcinoma: A Case Report
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Abstract

The scarcely reported hematogenous rectal metastases from breast cancer are rare and the diagnosis is challenging. They may be recognized before, concomitantly with, or after the diagnosis of the primary site of breast cancer. Invasive lobular cancer is the histological type more frequently described, and most of the affected patients have a late diagnosis. Tardive recognition is associated with poor outcomes, despite the management options. Endoscopic and imaging evaluations, mainly magnetic resonance studies, are useful, but the anatopathological findings are mandatory to confirm the diagnostic hypothesis. We describe a middle-aged woman with advanced rectal metastases of unsuspected breast cancer found during the evaluation of manifestations due to intestinal implants. One must highlight long-term follow-up of breast cancers even if seeming in remission. The aim of this report is to enhance the suspicion index of primary health care workers.
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Introduction

Metastasis to the gastrointestinal (GI) tract is uncommon, mainly if breast is the primary site; clinical manifestations are usually non-specific with symptoms related to local factors and extension of the bowel involvement. Breast cancer affects lymph nodes, bones, lungs, liver, brain, and soft tissues, but rectal spread is very rare. Lobular carcinoma is a major subtype in GI implants with up to 18% of incidence. The period between the primary tumor diagnosis and evidence of implants is variable and reported to be up to 30 years. The diagnosis of breast cancer occasionally occurs after manifestations of the rectal metastases. Worthy of note is a long time after the surgical treatment of breast cancer before the first manifestations and diagnosis of metastasis, increasing the diagnostic challenges as well as the unfavorable outcomes. Up to 30% of breast cancers metastases occur after treatment, and 5%-10% are in stage IV. The authors believe that case reports may increase awareness of this very rare condition.

Case Report

A 43-year-old Brazilian female sought medical care because of obstipation, hematochezia, and weight loss (8 kg) in the last two months. There was also progressive nodule growth in the right breast. She denied smoking and alcohol abuse and had a history of partial left parathyroidectomy due to a pleomorphic adenoma. Physical examination showed body mass index (BMI): 33.3 kg/m² and breast asymmetry with fixed nodules of stone consistency bilaterally. Rectal examination revealed a vegetating lesion 1-2 cm from the anal verge, circumferential, with stenosis tendency, and bleeding. Mammography (Figure 1) showed thickening of the skin and the areola-papillary complex, accentuation of the breast parenchyma bilaterally and more evident on the right, in addition to lymph nodes with increased dimensions and density (BIRADS-5). Computed tomography (CT) revealed bilateral masses in the breasts and subcutaneous tissue, bilateral axillary lymph node enlargement, and concentric parietal thickening of the rectum associated with increased lymph nodes in the perirectal fat (Figure 2A and B). This finding had a better definition on magnetic...
resonance imaging (MRI), showing an expansive lesion with irregular and circumferential contours in the middle and lower rectum, and anal canal, measuring 10.6 cm and at 0.7 cm from the anal border, besides lymph node enlargement in the mesorectum (Figure 2B and C). Bone scintigraphy showed abnormal accumulation of contrast in the right shoulder, mandible, L5-S1 vertebrae, and right ankle. Tumor markers showed high levels of CA 15-3: 427.3 (VR ≤ 23.5) IU/mL, CEA: 64 (VR ≤ 10) ng/mL, CA 125: 420.9 (VR ≤ 35) IU/mL, and CA 19.9: 38.7 (VR ≤ 35) IU/mL. The patient underwent breast biopsy and proctological examination with biopsy. Histopathological study of the right breast sample was consistent with an invasive lobular carcinoma grade 2 nuclear, positive for estrogen receptor, negative for the progesterone receptor, cerb-B2, and e-cadherin, and with a proliferation index of 60%. The study of rectal samples revealed a poorly differentiated carcinoma (Figure 3A and B) with an immunohistochemical pattern compatible with metastasis of the breast tumor (CK-7 and GATA3 were positive; CK-20, CD-X2, and estrogen receptor negative). Due to rectal stenosis, the management option was to perform a derivative colostomy. Her sudden death occurred while undergoing palliative radiotherapy for pain control.

**Discussion**

Female breast cancer is very common, affecting 12.5% of women during their lifetime. The risk of distant metastases from breast cancers is around 50%. Breast tumors greater than 2 cm in diameter and metastatic lymph nodes are factors for distant implants, as observed in our patient with a neoplasm over 10 cm and osseous plus GI metastases. Implants of breast cancer to the GI tract are uncommon, especially to the rectal area. The middle-aged woman described here had an invasive lobular breast carcinoma that evolved unsuspectedly with very late detection during medical evaluation for accentuated weight loss and symptoms associated with advanced rectal metastases. The prevalence of these metastases in cases of invasive lobular adenocarcinoma of the breast is related to enhanced tropism to the GI tract, loss of cell-cell adhesion molecules, and non-cohesiveness of the cells, and an elevated tendency for tissue infiltration. She had had parathyroidectomy to treat pleomorphic adenoma with hyperparathyroidism. Some studies strongly suggest that during the ten years before the diagnosis of primary hyperparathyroidism, the occurrence of breast, kidney, and skin cancers is increased. This association may be due to genetic factors, previous radiation, and hypercalcemia by overproduction of parathyroid hormone that would increase breast cancer incidence. CT and MRI imaging, rectosigmoidoscopy, laboratory tests, and immunohistochemistry data established the diagnosis of breast lobular adenocarcinoma with rectal metastasis. Some reports emphasize the role of MRI soft tissue contrast to delineate the layers of the GI wall, allowing radiologic differentiation from primary rectal adenocarcinoma. The diagnosis of rectal metastasis and the discovery of breast cancer were concomitant. So, the discarded hypothesis of breast metastasis from rectal cancer by tumor markers and anatomopathological findings deserves a mention. Mammary implants from other solid malignancies are very uncommon (0.3%-2%) and lung, nasopharynx, ovary, stomach, thyroid, and cervix are primary sites rarely reported, while rectal origin is exceptional. CT revealed bilateral breast and subcutaneous masses, and axillary lymphadenopathy. Even in advanced rectal cancers, breast metastases rarely occur, and unlike the present case, there is no bilateral involvement of the breast and axillary lymph nodes. Mammary metastasis is often unilateral, in the left upper outer quadrant, at a median age of 50 years, and adolescence, lactation, and pregnancy might enhance the incidence. The MRI images showed an expansive irregular and circumferential lesion involving the middle and lower rectum and anal canal, and enlarged lymph nodes in the mesorectum. The metastatic pathway
in this setting could be hematogenous, starting by the entry of breast cancer cells into the axillary veins and following to venous vertebral plexus that transfers tumor emboli to pelvic organs through the posterior intercostal arteries.\textsuperscript{6} Endoscopic view of rectal implants include circumferential infiltration with thickening and rigidity of the rectal wall and narrowing of lumen, polyloid changes with a cobblestone pattern, and less frequently appearing as a solitary intraluminal mass.\textsuperscript{7,8} Besides the rectal carcinoma, the list of differential diagnoses can include inflammatory intestinal diseases, ischemic colitis, lymphoma, and other infiltrative malignancies.\textsuperscript{9} The survival time of women with GI metastases varies between 3 and 41 months, which is lower than 24–36 months observed in cases of metastatic breast cancer in other sites.\textsuperscript{2} About 53% have some response to treatment but survival post-treatment is often poor.\textsuperscript{4} This rare entity has no consensus management and surgery is the option to treat cases of obstruction (colostomy, stenting, proctectomy, mesorectal excision), hematemesis, or perforation. Additional resources include aromatase inhibitor (letrozole, exemestane); chemotherapy (paclitaxel, docetaxel, anthracycline, cyclophosphamide, epirubicin, palbociclib); immunosuppression (everolimus); and palliative radiotherapy.\textsuperscript{2,4,6} Recurrences are usual both in the primary site and the site of distant breast cancer metastases.\textsuperscript{9} The current aging population with an increased number of cancer survivors should propitiate the occurrence of unusual presentations of breast cancer distant metastases.\textsuperscript{6} Some autopsy findings indicate that breast cancer metastases to the GI tract may be more frequent than clinically suspected and the true incidence is therefore not known.\textsuperscript{4} This issue merits a comment because of the current small number of postmortem studies, and a minimally invasive necropsy is an alternative to elucidate cancer causes of death. Researchers found the histopathological study of excised hernia sacs giving first clues for extra-abdominal cancer with GI metastasis, like the breast lobular adenocarcinoma.\textsuperscript{13} Exceedingly rarely, metastatic breast cancer gives origin to carcinomatous peritonitis.\textsuperscript{5} If one considers the analysis of hernia sacs allowing the investigation of peritoneal seeding or invasion, microscopic study of all abdominal wall hernia seems beneficial.\textsuperscript{13} MRI images contribute to distinguishing primary rectal carcinoma from GI metastasis. Concentric mural thickening with involvement of the submucosa and muscularis propria and sparing of the rectal mucosa are not usually found in primary rectal cancer.\textsuperscript{9} Immunohistochemical evaluation is useful to confirm the breast as the primary tumor site. The presence of gross cystic disease fluid protein (GCDFP-15) and of estrogen and progesterone receptors (ER and PR) are strong evidence for breast origin. The GCDFP-15, ER, and PR are positive in metastasis and often negative in rectal cancer, while CK-7 positivity and absence of CK-20 and CDX-2 commonly occur in breast cancer.\textsuperscript{7} We found very significant elevations in levels of CA-125 and CA 15-3 (12 and 18 times, respectively) above the upper normal values. CA-125 may be elevated in cases of metastatic breast carcinoma, because it can be expressed by cells of the mammary ducts.\textsuperscript{7} CA-125 detection occurs in up to 65% of patients with multiple metastases from breast cancer, and levels may have parallel responses to the tumor post-operative status.\textsuperscript{9} Further research is needed to confirm the practical utility of CA-125 in breast cancers.\textsuperscript{9}

In conclusion, GI tract is a rare site for metastatic breast cancer, but a history of this tumor and fecal occult blood or bowel habit changes raise suspicion. Rectal metastases often mimic primary cancer. Prompt endoscopic and imaging studies reduce misdiagnosis and late diagnosis. Long-term follow-up is needed even in breast cancers seeming in remission.
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